The mismatch between the operational semantics of the lambda calculus and the actual behavior of implemen-
. 1In this paper we write "call-by-need" rather than "lazy" to avoid a name clash with the work of Abramsky [ 3 In fact, this approach unifies the similar, simultaneous and independent work of two separate groups. While many of our results are indeed quite similar, there are interesting and significant differences in overall perspectives, in specific definitions of calculi and in proof techniques.
We do not describe these differences here, and instead refer the interested reader to the full technical reports of Ariola we to obtain this abstraction by naively applying some relaxed form of let-V to the term as a whole, say
we would lose sharing:
in (let z = 11 in Aw.zw) 1(.fl) .
The redex II and the work involved in reducing it have been duplicated.
The solution is to re-associate the bindings. Rather than accepting Eq. 1, re-association will allow the current let-V axiom to apply without loss of sharing:
The rearrangement of Eq. 2 is captured by the let-A axiom.
In the example, even though~does occur twice, 11 will be contracted only once5. ;':
The name z associated with the root pointer is drawn outside the shaded area.
(ii) We can also have nested boxes, e,g., the term From Table  1 it is clear that let,-C and let,-A do not change the dag associated with a term, while letS-V causes a duplication. one. There are two cases:
The name associated with the J-node is w:
Since w occurs in head position, an application of let,-V exposes the A-node;
The branch labeled w points to m boxes that surround the A-node, e.g. :
. 
